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The specific heat Cp of toluene, doped with 2 mol% ethanol to avoid rapid crystallization, has been measured 
in both glass and crystal states, and with special accuracy at low temperatures in the range 1.8−20 K using the 
thermal relaxation method. By making use of the complementary Cp curves measured in the reference crystal 
state, we have been able to obtain the entropy curve of the glass and eventually the residual entropy of toluene 
glass in the zero-temperature limit, that is found to be 5.1 J/(K⋅mol). This value is clearly lower than others pre-
viously reported in the literature, which lack the knowledge of the particular specific-heat behavior of glasses at 
low temperatures and hence overestimated the glass residual entropy at zero temperature. In addition, we have 
studied in detail such low-temperature “glassy anomalies” in the case of toluene, extending and improving pre-
vious measurements. The surprising depletion previously reported of tunneling two-level systems in toluene 
glass has been confirmed, though this fact coexists with the presence of a broad peak typical of glasses (the so-
called boson peak) in Cp/T 

3 at 4.5 K. For the toluene crystal, the expected cubic Debye behavior has been found
at lower temperatures. 
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1. Introduction

As P.W. Anderson stated at the end of last century, 
“The deepest and most interesting unsolved problem in 
solid state theory is probably the theory of the nature of the 
glass and the glass transition” [1]. To shed light on this mat-
ter, we aim at investigating the interrelation between the 
glass transition phenomenon and the “anomalous” physical 
properties of glasses at low temperatures. As a benchmark, 
we will study toluene in both glass and crystal states. 

1.1. The glass transition 

As is well known, when a liquid is cooled two different 
paths to the solid state can be followed, in principle: either 
the liquid experiences an abrupt, first-order transition be-
low its melting temperature into a crystalline state, or the 
liquid can be supercooled continuously, while rapidly in-
creasing its viscosity and hence the averaged molecular 
relaxation time, until at a certain temperature Tg (the glass 
transition temperature) the substance deviates from the 
liquid thermodynamic equilibrium curve and becomes a 
glass, i.e., a non-crystalline solid [2−9]. 

The glass transition phenomenon is a complex com-
bination of kinetics and thermodynamics. Thus, experi-
mentally the glass transition signals a crossover in the aver-
aged molecular relaxation time from the short values of the 
liquid state to the long values identifying the solid state. The 
glass transition roughly occurs when the relaxation time is of 
the order of one hundred seconds. From the thermodynamic 
point of view, the glass transition looks like a second-order 
transition, with finite discontinuities in second derivatives of 
the Gibbs free energy, such as the specific heat. In contrast 
to the divergence of the melting of a crystal, glass transitions 
can be observed typically as a finite jump in Cp curves, 
sometimes with an overshoot depending on the employed 
heating rate, associated to an enthalpy release [3,5]. 

However, there are several unsolved problems related 
to this phase transition: For instance, if one cools the liquid 
at a slower rate, the deviation from the equilibrium curve 
occurs at a lower Tg. This is a serious problem to consider 
it a proper phase transition temperature. Even worse, since 
the glass is in a non-equilibrium state, it exhibits time-de-
pendent relaxation. So, by isothermal annealing of a glass 
below Tg (or simply by aging at room temperature in many 
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cases), the thermodynamic magnitudes can be relaxed to 
lower, more stable values.  

We will not mention here the many different theories 
existing about the glass transition [8,9], but only remind 
the paradigm of the energy landscape [10] which is widely 
used [6−9]. The potential-energy landscape is essentially a 
topographic view of the (3N + 1) potential-energy hyper-
surface of any glass-forming substance, as depicted in 
Fig. 1. As can be seen there, equilibrium states for the liquid 
are above the rugged energy landscape. Then, when the liq-
uid is supercooled, the substance either crystalizes or by-
passes the crystallization down to Tg, where it becomes a 
glass getting trapped in one of the many possible local min-
ima or metastable states, depending on the thermal history 
followed. Interestingly, many authors have postulated the 
existence of an “ideal glass” [7−9] which should correspond 
to the best and most stable possible glass achievable, associ-
ated with the lowest relative minimum, though still above 
the energy of the crystalline absolute minimum.  

1.2. The entropy of glasses 

One of the most interesting open question concerning 
the thermodynamics of the glass transition is the so-called 
Kauzmann paradox [11] or entropy crisis. Let us consider 
the excess entropy ∆S(T) of a glass defined as the entropy 
of the supercooled liquid/glass minus the entropy of the 
crystal at any given temperature, which can be obtained by 
numerical integration from the corresponding crystal and 
glass specific heat Cp(T) curves: 
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where ∆Sm is the entropy change at the melting tempera-
ture Tm.  

Since the specific heat of the supercooled liquid is al-
ways larger than that of the crystal, the entropy reduction 
of the former is faster. By extrapolating available ∆S(T) 
curves, Kauzmann found [11] that the excess entropy de-
creases in many cases so quickly that it falls abruptly to-
wards zero and eventually negative values at a finite tem-
perature (the now called Kauzmann temperature TK), what 
is against the thermodynamics laws! This is called a 
“thermodynamic catastrophe” or entropy crisis. In practice, 
the glass transition intervenes, and ∆S(T) does not vanish. 
The paradox is that a kinetic phenomenon (the increase in 
viscosity to leave ergodicity) avoids a thermodynamic cri-
sis. Why does this occur? Any acceptable theory of the 
glass transition should explain this central issue. The ther-
modynamic viewpoint that emerges from this analysis con-
siders the laboratory glass transition as a kinetically con-
trolled manifestation of an underlying thermodynamic 
transition to an ideal glass with a unique configuration. 

A second thermodynamic controversial point is the en-
tropy of glasses in the limit of zero temperature. At the 
glass transition, the configurational entropy of the liquid is 
frozen-in, and thus the total entropy of the glass does not 
tend to zero as the entropy of the crystal does. In fact, the 
excess entropy usually decreases slightly with decreasing 
temperature for the vibrational entropy of the glass is not 
exactly the same as that of the crystal. Therefore, glasses 
seem not to hold the Third Law of Thermodynamics. This 
is usually interpreted [12−15] as they are in a non-
equilibrium state with more than one available configura-
tion even at 0 K. Only pure crystalline states in thermody-
namic equilibrium would follow the Third Law. Nonethe-
less, this is a controversial matter and a few groups claim 
that also glasses should have zero entropy in the limit of 
zero temperature [16,17]. The residual entropy Sres = ∆S(0) 
of the glass at zero Kelvin can be calculated through 
Eq. (1) by measuring the crystal Cp(T) curve with a well-
established zero entropy at 0 K up to the liquid state at a 
given reference temperature TL, including the enthalpy of 
melting ∆Hm = Tm∆Sm, and then integrating Cp/T for the 
liquid/glass curve from that temperature TL down to zero. 

In year 2000 Johari [18] collected available results on 
more than 30 glass-forming liquids. In Table I of that 
paper their residual entropies were shown (typically around 
10 J/(K⋅mol)). For our case of interest, toluene, he obtained 
from the published results Sres = 7.9 J/(K⋅mol). 

1.3. Low-temperature anomalous properties of glasses 

Almost 50 years ago, Zeller and Pohl [19] demonstrated 
that low-temperature thermal properties of glasses did not 
follow at all the expected Debye behavior as non-metallic 
crystals do. In all studied substances, the specific heat of 
the glass below ∼1 K was found to be a few orders of mag-
nitude larger than that of its crystalline counterpart, with a 
linear dependence on T instead of the cubic dependence ob-
served in crystals and well explained by Debye theory. 

Fig. 1. Potential energy landscape schematic picture, useful to de-
scribe the different condensed matter states (see text for details). 
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Above 1−2 K, a broad maximum in Cp/T 
3 usually known 

as the “boson peak” is ubiquitously observed at around 
4−10 K in glasses [20], that is indicative of a deviation 
from the expected horizontal behavior of the crystal at low 
enough temperatures. Indeed, a corresponding broad peak 
is also systematically observed by Raman-scattering or ine-
lastic-neutron-scattering vibrational spectra [21,22], that is 
related to an excess in the reduced vibrational density of 
states (VDoS) over the frequency-squared Debye prediction 
for acoustic phonons, g(ω)/ω2.  

Also the thermal conductivity κ(T) looks very different 
in crystals and glasses. Instead of the cubic increase with T 
followed by a decrease due to phonon-phonon interactions 
typical of crystals, the thermal conductivity of the glass is 
orders of magnitude lower and increases as T 

2, followed 
by a plateau, and then a further slow increase, in clear con-
trast to the crystal. 

Very soon after the abovementioned work by Zeller and 
Pohl, two groups independently proposed the so-called 
Tunneling Model (TM) [23,24] to successfully explain many 
low-temperature “anomalous” properties below 1−2 K, in-
cluding Cp(T) ∝ T, κ(T) ∝ T 

2, as well as acoustic and die-
lectric properties [20]. Essentially, the TM postulated a 
simple, random distribution of asymmetric double-well po-
tentials in amorphous solids arising from its configurational 
disorder. Hence additional low-energy excitations (tunneling 
two-level systems, TLS) appear in non-crystalline solids, 
ascribed to groups of atoms performing quantum tunneling 
motion between two configurations of similar potential en-
ergy, what accounts for that distinct behavior. 

The situation above 1 K (that is, the boson peak, the 
plateau in thermal conductivity, etc.) is much more de-
bated in the literature, with very different competing 
models and approaches. For instance, Schirmacher has 
proposed [25] a fluctuating elasticity theory (FET) that 
assumes a random distribution of elastic constants to ex-
plain the transformation of the typical Debye lattice dy-
namics into a VDoS producing a boson peak. On the oth-
er hand, Chumakov and coworkers have recently claimed 
[26] that the boson peak is nothing else that the occur-
rence in glasses of a smeared van Hove singularity for 
transverse phonon-like vibrations. Lubchenko and Wolynes 
[27] have associated the presence of TLS and the boson 
peak to cooperative motions within their Random First 
Order Theory of the glass transition. 

Nevertheless, one of the approaches more often used to 
account for experimental data of glasses at low temperatures 
is provided by the Soft-Potential Model (SPM) and its ex-
tensions [28−31]. The SPM postulates the coexistence of 
acoustic phonons with quasilocalized vibrations or “soft 
modes”. These are originated by a random distribution of 
quartic atomic potentials in glasses, which produces 
quasilocal configurations ranging from double-well potentials 
(hence including the TLS of the TM) to single, more or less 
harmonic, potentials that result into the boson peak in the 

VDoS. We will assess our Cp data at low temperatures quanti-
tatively by recourse to the SPM (see Eq. (2) below). 

1.4. Toluene 

Toluene (also called methylbenzene) is a simple organic 
substance, its molecule comprising a benzene ring with one 
methyl group. Why is interesting to study toluene? First, it 
seems useful to explore in more detail its specific-heat be-
havior at lower temperatures, since it is a very fragile (bad) 
glass-forming liquid, and these often exhibit particular 
behavior compared to typical glasses. Furthermore, it is 
worth checking the suggestion by Leggett and Vural [32] 
that toluene glass could be a good benchmark of the TM, 
after single-molecule spectroscopy experiments conducted 
by Naimov et al. [33]. This technique is a powerful optical 
method for a direct observation of dynamical processes at 
low temperature, where the fluorescence of single 
chromophore molecules embedded in the sample gives 
information about the matrix dynamics in their local envi-
ronment. These authors found [33] that the dynamics of 
several low-molecular-weight glasses as toluene, in con-
trast to standard glasses or polymers, did not follow the 
low-temperature behavior expected from TLS within the 
tunneling model. 

In this paper, we present new measurements of the spe-
cific heat of toluene, both in its crystal and glass states, 
improving and extending earlier ones [34]. In the tempera-
ture range roughly between 1.8 and 22 K, the standard 
thermal relaxation method was employed. In addition, a 
quasiadiabatic continuous method was used to cover the 
range up to the liquid state. From the whole of our meas-
urements, complemented when needed with literature data, 
we have been able to obtain the entropy curves for the 
crystal and the glass states of toluene.  

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials and experimental techniques 

Toluene (C6H5CH3) was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (purity: > 99.9%) and used without further purifi-
cation. In order to be able to vitrify liquid toluene and 
avoid very rapid crystallization, toluene was doped with 
2 mol% ethanol, employing pure and dried ethanol (max. 
0.02% H2O) also without further purification. In such a 
way, the specific heat curves for both glass and crystal 
states of the very same sample of toluene were measured 
and directly compared, in contrast to our previous meas-
urements [34]. The small, additive known contribution of 
ethanol specific heat [35] to the measured heat capacity at 
low temperatures was correspondingly subtracted for glass 
and crystal. In addition, doping toluene with only 1 mol% 
ethanol was tried too. However, crystallization always oc-
curs in that case even quenching the liquid at −50 K/min.  

The heat capacity was measured using a versatile calo-
rimetric set-up developed in our laboratory [36,37] espe-
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cially intended for glass-forming liquids. This calorimetric 
system allows to monitor and characterize the phase transi-
tions in the range 77−300 K, and then to measure their 
specific heat at lower temperatures by replacing the liquid 
nitrogen bath by liquid helium, eventually pumped to 
achieve temperatures of about 1.8 K.  

At temperatures below 25 K, the well-known thermal 
relaxation method was employed, whereas at higher tem-
peratures a quasiadiabatic continuous method was used 
[34,36,37]. Much more information about the cryogenic 
system employed, electronic control, thermal sensors and 
heating elements can be found in Ref. 37. Finally, in order 
to correctly subtract the contribution of the addenda to ob-
tain the net specific heat of the toluene sample, the same 
calorimetric cell was also measured once emptied.  

2.2. Experimental results 

As discussed in our previous paper [34], earlier data of 
the specific heat of toluene are available for the crystal 
above 11 K [38] and for the glass above 5.6 K [39], using 
adiabatic calorimetry. Since toluene is a bad glass former 
and crystallizes readily, Yamamuro et al. [39] doped tolu-
ene with 10 mol% benzene, then correcting the effects of 
doping by assuming the additivity of the heat capacities of 
toluene and benzene. We have been able to reduce signifi-
cantly the amount of impurity by employing ethanol, 
whose more different molecular shape was expected to 
hinder crystallization more efficiently.  

In Fig. 2, we show our new measurements of the specif-
ic heat of toluene doped with 2 mol% ethanol, for the crys-
tal state and for two differently prepared glasses, using the 

abovementioned quasiadiabatic continuous method. After 
measuring the Cp curve of the crystal up to above its melt-
ing temperature Tm = 176 K (i.e., (2±1) K below that of 
pure toluene [34,38]), the liquid was quenched at about 
−43 K/min to bypass crystallization (fast glass). After 
measuring its Cp(T) both at low and intermediate tempera-
tures until slightly above the glass-transition temperature 
Tg = 117 K, this supercooled liquid was frozen-in at a cool-
ing rate of −0.4 K/min aiming to seek any possible differ-
ence between the properties of this slow glass and the for-
mer fast glass. 

The specific heat of the crystal and of the two different 
glasses of toluene are plotted in Fig. 3 in a Debye-reduced 
Cp/T 

3 vs T representation, after subtraction of the addenda 
and correction for the ethanol contribution. Earlier pub-
lished data at not very low temperatures for the pure crys-
tal [38] and the glass [39] (after subtraction of 10 mol% 
benzene) are also shown for comparison.  

Both glasses are found to possess the same low-
temperature specific heat within experimental error, despite 
two orders of magnitude different cooling rates. A typical 
“boson peak” of glasses is observed at 4.5 K, in agreement 
with our previous report for another toluene glass [34], and 
consistent with boson peak values in g(ω)/ω2 reported by 
nuclear inelastic scattering [40] and by inelastic neutron 
scattering [41]. Moreover, previous measurements in the 
crystal down to 4.2 K were extended now accurately to 1.8 K, 
allowing the true low-temperature Debye limit be reached. 
The correspondingly obtained Debye levels (see Fig. 4 and 
Discussion) are depicted by dashed lines.  

Fig. 2. (Color online) Specific heat in the whole measured range 
for the crystal (open squares) and two glasses (one slowly cooled, 
solid circles; one fast cooled, open circles; see text for details) of 
toluene doped with 2 mol% ethanol. Glass transition is observed at 
Tg = 117 K and crystal melting at Tm = 176 K. Earlier published data 
for the pure crystal and liquid [24] (solid stars) and the glass [25] 
(solid lozenges) are also shown for comparison.  

Fig. 3. (Color online) Debye-reduced Cp/T 3 data for both glasses 
(open and solid circles, for fast and slowly prepared glasses) and 
crystal (open squares) of toluene, after corrections of the 2 mol% 
ethanol contribution. The estimated Debye levels (obtained by 
fitting data below 3.5 K, see Fig. 4) for the glass and for the crys-
tal are respectively indicated. Earlier data at not very low temper-
atures for the pure crystal [38] and the glass [39] (after subtrac-
tion of 10 mol% benzene) are also shown for comparison.  
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3. Discussion 

In Fig. 4, the same specific-heat data presented in Fig. 3 — 
but limited to below 4.5 K — are plotted as Cp/T versus T 

2. 
To evaluate the data, we have a conducted a simple Debye 
analysis for the crystal and a SPM fit for the two glasses 
considering both datasets together since they are indistin-
guishable. In the case of the crystal, a least-squares linear 
fit provides the Debye coefficient for the crystal CD = 
= (1.66±0.04) mJ/(mol⋅K4), and hence a molecular Debye 
temperature of ΘD = 105 K. The obtained coefficient is 
clearly lower (and the corresponding ΘD is higher) than the 
one that we reported previously [34]. However, in our pre-
vious work, data for the crystal below 4.5 K were scarce 
and not very accurate, hence hindering a proper determina-
tion of the Debye limit. On the contrary, in the present 
work we have reached 1.8 K and the horizontal Debye lim-
it in Cp/T 

3 for the toluene crystal is clearly observed, mak-
ing the obtained values much more reliable. 

Within a practical version of the SPM [42], at tempera-
tures below the broad maximum in Cp/T 

3 the specific heat 
of glasses follows the equation  

 3 5
p TLS D smC C T C T C T= + + , (2) 

where CTLS is the linear coefficient ascribed to the TLS as 
in the tunneling model, CD is just the elastic Debye coef-
ficient due to lattice vibrations, and Csm is the contribu-
tion of the soft modes in the low-energy tail of the boson 
peak. In such a way, a simple quadratic fit below 3.5 K of 
toluene glass data in this Cp/T vs T 

2 representation di-
rectly provides the three coefficients of Eq. (2): CTLS = 

= (0±1.5) mJ/(mol⋅K2), CD = (4.7±0.5) mJ/(mol⋅K4), and 
Csm = (0.095±0.04) mJ/(mol⋅K6). Thus, the Debye coeffi-
cient of the glass is higher than that of the crystal, and then 
its Debye temperature is lower, as expected, ΘD = 74.5 K. 
Indeed, by simple inspection of Figs. 3 and 4, it is clear 
that the specific heat of the glass state of toluene, in gen-
eral, and the elastic Debye contribution, in particular, are 
much larger than those of its crystalline counterpart. 

Nevertheless, the most striking finding is that the linear 
coefficient CTLS for toluene glass (graphically, the inter-
cept with the ordinate axis in Fig. 4) is zero within experi-
mental error, as for the crystal, confirming our previous 
measurements [34]. Therefore, we have identified a struc-
tural glass (amorphous solid) with a rather typical glassy 
boson peak but without TLS (or with a negligible amount 
of them), what is rather exceptional. This finding seems to 
be aligned with the abovementioned unusual behavior of 
toluene glass in the single-molecule spectroscopy experi-
ments reported by Naimov et al. [33].  

Finally, entropy curves (Fig. 5) have been obtained from 
our specific-heat data, complemented with earlier literature 
data when necessary, for the crystal (lower blue line), as 
well as for both the fast glass (open circles) and the slow 
glass (upper orange line), almost indistinguishable between 
them, and including the liquid above the melting point Tm. 
The inset zooms the curves at the lowest temperatures, 
showing the residual entropy of the glasses in the 0 K limit, 
Sres ≈ 5.1 J/(K⋅mol). This value is clearly lower that report-
ed by Johari [18], Sres = 7.9 J/(K⋅mol). We believe that 
many of those residual entropy data found in the literature 
contain overestimations because they usually lack meas-
urements of Cp data of the corresponding glass state down 
to very low temperatures. They often performed Debye 
extrapolations to zero, missing the noticeable boson peak 

Fig. 4. (Color online) Specific heat of crystalline toluene (open 
squares) and of both fast and slow glasses (open and solid circles, 
respectively) at low temperatures, below about 4.5 K. A least-
squares linear Debye fit of the data below 3 K for the crystal pro-
vides the Debye coefficient ∝ T 3, shown by the blue solid line. A 
 single fit following the soft-potential model has been applied to 
the two glass curves and is depicted by a red solid line, see text 
for details.  

Fig. 5. (Color online) Entropy curves obtained from specific-heat 
data for the crystal (lower blue line) and for the fast glass (open 
circles) and the slow glass (orange curve), including the liquid 
above the melting point Tm. The inset zooms the curves at the 
lowest temperatures, showing the residual entropy of the glasses 
in the 0 K limit, ∆Sres ≈ 5.1 J/(K⋅mol). 
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and TLS contributions to Cp, hence reducing the integrand 
Cp,glass/T to be subtracted in Eq. (1).  

Interestingly, the value found for the residual entropy of 
toluene glass, Sres ≈ 5.1 J/(K⋅mol) = 0.61 R, is very close to 
R ln 2. Thus, following Boltzmann equation for entropy, we 
may speculate that we have two microstates or configura-
tions available per molecule, that is, one degree of freedom 
per molecule in average, as origin of the excess entropy of 
this glass. 

4. Summary and conclusions 

In summary, we have presented new measurements of 
the specific heat of toluene (doped with 2 mol% ethanol to 
be able to access either crystallization or vitrification) in a 
wide temperature range down to 1.8 K, for the very same 
sample in crystal state, in a glass state after fast cooling of 
the liquid and in another glass state after slow cooling. 
Differences between the two differently prepared glasses 
were negligible despite more than two orders of magnitude 
in their cooling rates. 

We have shown that the crystal exhibits the expected 
Debye behavior below 4 K, with a “molecular” Debye 
temperature of ΘD = 105 K. The glass of toluene presents a 
pronounced boson peak at T ≈ 4.5 K, typical of glasses. 
Nonetheless, the linear coefficient of the specific heat of 
the glass was found to be zero within experimental error, 
casting doubts about the complete universality of the low-
temperature anomalous properties of glasses. Complemen-
tary measurements (e.g., thermal conductivity) or specific-
heat measurements at even lower temperatures would be 
most interesting to confirm the reported absence of the 
ubiquitous TLS in glasses.  

From the obtained Cp curves for crystal and glass states, 
the entropy of the crystal and, more interestingly, the entro-
py of the glass (which needs the reference of the former to 
establish the zero value from the Third Law) have been de-
termined. The residual entropy of the toluene glass in the 0 
K limit was found to be Sres ≈ 5.1 J/(K⋅mol), significantly 
lower than previously reported values which lacked reliable 
Cp data of the glass at very low temperatures. The residual 
entropy of this bad glass former is then approximately R·ln 2, 
what may be interpreted as this glass retaining one degree of 
freedom per molecule of toluene in average. 
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Залишкова ентропія толуолу в скляному стані 
в наближенні нульової температури 

M. Moratalla, P. Bejarano, J.M. Castilla, M.A. Ramos 

З особливою точністю методом термічної релаксації в тем-
пературному інтервалі 1,8−20 К досліджено питому теплоєм-
ність Cp толуолу, допованого етанолом (2 моль% для запобі-
гання швидкої кристалізації) як в скляному, так і в 
кристалічому станах. З використанням додаткових кривих 
Cp, які виміряно для еталонного кристалічного стану, отри-
мано ентропійну криву та в наближенні нульової температу-
ри оцінено залишкову ентропію толуолу в скляному стані, 
яка склала 5,1 Дж/(К·мол). Це значення істотно нижче, ніж 
наявні в літературі, в якій не міститься інформація про пито-
му теплоємність стекол при низьких температурах, що приз-
водить до переоцінки залишкової ентропії скла при нульовій 
температурі. Крім того, ми детально вивчили низькотемпера-

турні «скляні аномалії» толуолу, розширюючи та покращую-
чи попередні вимірювання. Підтверджено існування раніше 
виявленої інверсної області, що обумовлена тунельними дво-
рівневими системами в скляному стані толуолу, хоча ця ано-
малія співіснує з широким піком, типовим для стекол (так 
званий бозонний пік), в Cp /T 

3 при 4,5 К. Для кристалічного 
толуолу очікувану кубічну дебаєвську поведінку теплоємно-
сті виявлено при більш низьких температурах. 

Ключові слова: питома теплоємність, скляний перехід, толу-
ол, ентропія стекол, тунельні стани, бозонний пік. 

Остаточная энтропия толуола в стекольном 
состоянии в пределе нулевой температуры 

M. Moratalla, P. Bejarano, J.M. Castilla, M.A. Ramos 

С особой точностью методом термической релаксации в 
температурном интервале 1,8−20 К исследована удельная 
теплоемкость Cp толуола, допированного этанолом (2 моль% 
для исключения быстрой кристаллизации) как в стекольном, 
так и в кристаллическом состояниях. Используя дополни-
тельные кривые Cp, измеренные для эталонного кристалли-
ческого состояния, получена энтропийная кривая и в пределе 
нулевой температуры оценена остаточная энтропия толуола в 
стекольном состоянии, которая составила 5,1 Дж/(К·мол). Это 
значение существенно ниже, чем имеющиеся в литературе, не 
содержащей информации об удельной теплоемкости стекол 
при низких температурах, что приводит к переоценке остаточ-
ной энтропии стекла при нулевой температуре. Кроме того, мы 
подробно изучили низкотемпературные «стекольные анома-
лии» толуола, расширяя и улучшая предыдущие исследования. 
Подтверждено существование ранее обнаруженной инверсной 
области, обусловленной туннельными двухуровневыми систе-
мами в стекольном состоянии толуола, хотя эта аномалия сосу-
ществует с широким пиком, типичным для стекол (так называе-
мый бозонный пик), в Cp /T 

3 при 4,5 К. Для кристаллического 
толуола ожидаемое кубическое дебаевское поведение теплоем-
кости обнаружено при более низких температурах. 

Ключевые слова: удельная теплоемкость, стекольный пере-
ход, толуол, энтропия стекол, туннельные состояния, бозон-
ный пик.
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